Fuji Electric (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd (FEM)-University Malaysia Perlis (UniMAP) COLLABORATION PROGRAM

TENSAI 2.0

Objective

TENSAI 2.0 is a program by Fuji Electric (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd for UniMAP to bridge undergraduates towards industrial needs and reducing the gaps for industrial needs.

The program is aimed to prepare undergraduates readily to contribute on the job upon hired through earlier learning and training prior graduation.

Who eligible to apply for TENSAI 2.0 Program?

3rd year undergraduates from Microelectronic, Electronic and Photonic studies in School Of Microelectronic Engineering.

What will you gain from this Program?

- Special-tailored program by Fuji Electric (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd for undergraduates
- Manufacturing environment exposure
- Engineers job exposure
- Fundamental knowledge as an engineer
- Supervised program for knowledge and skills application
- Employment with Fuji Electric (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

What are the requirements needed to join TENSAI 2.0 Program?

Academic

- CGPA: 3.0 and Above
- Co-curriculum: A committee member of minimum 1 co-curricular activity
- Language: Minimum Band 4 in English (MUET) or equivalent

People Skill

- Team: Ability and interest to work with others
- Commitment: Ability to meet deadline
- Discipline: Punctual and prepared for daily challenges in work-related matters

Others

- Scholarship: Preferably without scholarship
- State of Origin: Preferably Northern Region
- Interest: To gain working exposure in manufacturing environment
**Registration / Enquiries**

**Application through :-**

Google form : [https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1V8jxsdXOWPAM8QG6pUcMDGIDw4SWOIdjvsf9PHBIwn/viewform?usp=send_form](https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1V8jxsdXOWPAM8QG6pUcMDGIDw4SWOIdjvsf9PHBIwn/viewform?usp=send_form)

or Email your UPDATED RESUME to [steven@unimap.edu.my](mailto:steven@unimap.edu.my)

**CLOSING DATE : 14TH SEPTEMBER 2015 (MONDAY)**

**Enquiries :-**

Mr. Steven Taniselass  
Industrial Networking  
School of Microelectronic Engineering UniMAP  
04-9885507

**TENSAI 2.0 FLOW**

TENSAI 2.0 is a Structured Program which is collaboration between FEM and UniMAP

- **3rd year study**  
  * Application to Tensai 2.0  
  * Attending interview upon shortlisted  
  * Offer notice to Tensai 2.0  
  * Briefing on details of Tensai 2.0 program schedule  
  * Industrial training

- **4th year study**  
  * UniMap assigned thesis theme  
  * Fuji Electric provide industrial platform  
  * Collaborated review and mentoring by UniMap and Fuji Electric  
  * Selection for employment  
  * Employment offer notice

- **Upon graduated**  
  * General orientation  
  * Engineer on the job

---

**Flow for TENSAI 2.0 Program**